
 PARENTING: TREE OF LIFE KIDS 
 

"Make a tree good and its fruit will be good,  
or make a tree bad and its fruit will be bad,  

for a tree is recognized by its fruit.” Matthew 12:33 
 

 “Unless the Lord builds the house, its builders labor in vain. 
Unless the Lord watches over the city, the watchmen stand guard in vain. 

In vain you rise early and stay up late,  
toiling for food to eat, for he grants sleep to those he loves. 

Sons are a heritage from the Lord, children a reward from him.” Psalm 127:1-3 
 
Goals:  

1. God’s Word as our families’ blueprint 
 2. God transforming us as parents 
 3. God transforming our children 
 
Go Over LW’s Parenting Rule & Scripture Reference Point 

When the parents’ example is Christ-like; their children will be blessed  
Titus 2:7-8a 

 
Go Over Homework:  
Ask spouse/children how you could improve your partnership with them 
  
 PURPOSE: Form better partnerships (spiritual, discipline)  

Next week: Partnerships 
 

October 23: Disciplining (Real Love) 
 
PARENTING RULE:  

When parents discipline in love; change and growth are natural outcomes 
 
 

SCRIPTURE REFERENCE POINT: Ephesians 5:4 
Fathers, do not exasperate your children;  

instead, bring them up in the training and instruction of the Lord. 
 

 



VIDEO: ETrade Baby Time Out 
 
LESSON: Disciplining (Real Love) 
 
PREFACE: 
1. Partnership is easy, until there’s conflict; shortage 
2. World does not agree about how to discipline 

a. When adopting (no corporal punishment) 
b. School administrator 

3. Christian parents do not agree about how to punish 
Let’s Illustrate (Close eyes/raise hands: Question Poll) 
a. Spanking does more damage than good 
b. Behavior modification is very effective for all ages 
c. Time outs can be the most effective forms of discipline 
d. A child has more need for accountability, than the parent 
e. To be considered discipline, there has to be physical consequences 
f. Confession & asking for forgiveness are part of the discipline process 

4. TRUTH: We talk tougher than we actually carry out (follow-through issues) 
 
HAND-OUT 
 
SCRIPTURE SAYS: 
The Bible talks a lot about discipline, particularly parents disciplining their child. 
And, the Bible is very serious about it. Let’s go through some scriptures: 
 Deuteronomy 4:9; 5:16; 6:4-9; 32:44-47 
 Proverbs 22:6; 13:24; 24:18-19; 23:12-15; 29:15-16 (and many more) 
 Ephesians 6:4; Hebrews 12:1-13 (value of discipline) 
 
PROCESS: 
1. Tackle head-on (my responsibility; God empowers parents) 

NOW . . . WAITING HAS SO MANY CONSEQUENCES 
2. Go to child directly & quickly (no gossip; not going away) 
3. I MUST confront, Pray 1st  

a. Courage (replace FEAR with TRUST) 
b. Done in love (appropriate to the situation) 
c. God convict (touch their heart, your will not theirs, change the pattern) 
d. Pray for partnership (spouse, child, other) 
e. Right environment: Private; Gentleness; Acceptance; Love; Compassion; 

Listening; Integrity; etc. 



4. Discipline in Love & Scripture 
a. Gentleness (never out of anger) 
b. God’s will (what does God want) 
c. Communicate: Love, Why, Consequences, Why 
d. Pray: me and my child 

5. Pray privately &/or with partner; then with child (learned; avoid temptation; 
heart; head & hands) 

6. Follow-up  
a. I Love you 
b. We are still trying to accomplish:  

1. Pleasing God 
2. Being Wise 
3. Self-disciplined  

* Diana Owens shared with me last Sunday (Colossians 2 & 3) PROCESS  
 

 
ADDITIONAL RULES OF THUMB: 
1. Love always & unconditionally (build trust & relationship; build love bank) 
2. Observe continually through prayer (help me see, hear, think) 
3. Discipline to produce wisdom, change & growth (Heart/Head/Hands) 
4. Set an example of respect and change and consistency  
5. Praise the positive 
6. Avoid public record keeping 
7. Listening DOES NOT include debating or justifying (skill to teach children) 
8. NEVER allow division (partnership skills) 
 
VIDEO: 50 Ways to Say I Love You 
 
BOOKS AVAILABLE 
 
PRAY 
 
NEXT WEEK HIGHLIGHTS: Moving From Me to We 

Partnership, Partnership, Partnership 
 
 Video: COURAGEOUS (Session 2) Javier Suit Scene 
 
HOMEWORK for 10/30: NONE 


